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Ancient China
In this fascinating and detailed profile, Benn paints a vivid picture of life in the
Tang Dynasty (618-907), traditionally regarded as the golden age of China. 40 line
illustrations.
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China's Golden Age
Examines ancient China and how its politics, daily activities, art, religion, economy,
and social structures worked together to form Chinese culture.

Ancient China
Looks at the daily life, beliefs, and artistic achievements of ancient China.

The Chinese Times
In 1961 Robert van Gulik published his pioneering overview of "Sexual Life in
Ancient China," This edition of the work is preceded by an elaborate "introduction"
by Paul Rakita Goldin assessing the value of Van Gulik's volume, the subject itself,
and its author. The introduction is followed by an extensive and up-to-date
"bibliography" on the subject, which guides the modern reader in the literature on
the field which appeared after the publication of Van Gulik's volume. One of the
criticisms in 1961 regarded the Latin translations of passages deemed too explicit
by Van Gulik. In this 2002 edition all Latin has for the first time been translated into
unambiguous English, thus making the full text widely available to an academic
audience.
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The Longevity Plan
"Covers the inventions and technology used in ancient China and how their ideas
influenced technology today"--Provided by publisher.

Ancient China
Open the chest's secret compartment to reveal a brush and ink set and
instructions for making Chinese characters, I Ching coins used to tell the future, a
Chinese fan to decorate, plus charts, stickers, and more.

Ancient China
Great Ancient China Projects You Can Build Yourself explores the incredible
ingenuity and history of ancient China with 25 hands-on projects for readers ages 9
and up. Great Ancient China Projects covers topics from porcelain pottery, paper,
gunpowder, and dynasties, to martial arts, medicinal healers, jade carvers, and
terracotta warriors. With step-by-step activities, kids will learn how to construct a
house with proper feng shui and create a simple Chinese hanging compass.
Historical facts and anecdotes, biographies, and fascinating trivia support the fun
projects and teach kids about this innovative society and its continued influence on
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modern culture.

中國古代房内考
From a renowned Johns Hopkins- and Stanford-educated cardiologist at
Intermountain Medical Center—a hospital system that President Obama has
praised as an "island of excellence"—comes the story of his time living in Longevity
Village in China, and the seven lessons he learned there that lead to a happy,
healthy, long life. At forty-four, acclaimed cardiologist John Day was overweight
and suffered from insomnia, degenerative joint disease, high blood pressure, and
high cholesterol. On six medications and suffering constant aches, he needed to
make a change. While lecturing in China, he’d heard about a remote mountainous
region known as Longevity Village, a wellness Shangri-La free of heart disease,
cancer, diabetes, obesity, dementia, depression, and insomnia, and where living
past one hundred—in good health—is not uncommon. In the hope of understanding
this incredible phenomenon, Day, a Mandarin speaker, decided to spend some
time living in Longevity Village. He learned everything he could about this place
and its people, and met its centenarians. His research revealed seven principles
that work in tandem to create health, happiness, and longevity—rules he applied to
his own life. Six months later, he’d lost thirty pounds, dropped one hundred points
off his cholesterol and twenty-five points off his blood pressure, and was even
cured of his acid reflux and insomnia. In 2014 he began a series of four-month
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support groups comprised of patients who worked together to apply the lessons of
Longevity Village to their lives. Ninety-two percent of the participants were able to
adhere to their plans and stay on pace to reach their health goals. Now Dr. Day
shares his story and proven program to help you feel sharper, more motivated,
productive, and pain-free. The Longevity Plan is not only a fascinating travelogue
but also a practical, accessible, and groundbreaking guide to a better life.

On the Run in Ancient China
Ancient China
Written with precision and flair by a host of leading academics from Beijing and
Hong Kong, this single volume is a welcome addition to the study of world
civilizations, a broad yet detailed chronological sweep through time. Every aspect
of Chinese civilization is explained, interpreted, contextualized and brought to life
with well-balanced commentary and photographic documentation. Published by
City University of Hong Kong Press. 香港城市大學出版社出版。

China's Buried Kingdoms
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Traces the key points in ancient Chinese civilization, including the discovery of silk
and the construction of the Great Wall of China. Includes timeline.

24 Hours in Ancient China
Embark on an unforgettable time-travelling journey through Chinese history. This
beautifully illustrated children's history book spans 2,500 years and more than a
thousand miles along China's Grand Canal. With stunning, panoramic illustrations
and lively, engaging text, China Through Time brings key periods and turning
points in the canal's history to life. Cutaway views show the inside of buildings and
introduce children to important places, characters, and events - from humble
workers to mighty emperors, and from floods and wars to life in bustling ports and
modern cities. Children will also love searching for the mischievous time-travelling
cat, Lihua, who appears in each of the artworks. Perfect for parents and children to
pore over together, China Through Time makes a gorgeous gift or collector's item.
Fun, interactive, and packed with details, it vividly presents Chinese history to
children as they have never seen it before.

Ancient China
You can see the Great Wall of China from outer space - that’s how big it is! In this
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ancient history book, you're going to learn the why’s and the how’s behind the
building of the Great Wall. You’ll be reading some pretty interesting tales laced
with lots of historical facts. Make learning a habit. Buy a copy now!

Ancient China
Enter the golden age of Chinese culture and explore the everyday lives of its
people.

Who Built The Great Wall of China? Ancient China Books for
Kids | Children's Ancient History
Through archeological excavations and artifacts, readers get the real story of life in
ancient civilizations including common experiences for children and adults, as well
as comparisons between the lives of different societal classes. Each book explores
the idiosyncrasies of daily life in an ancient civilization from religion, to
government, to warfare.

Ancient China
Presents a general history of the cultural and social aspects of the ancient Chinese
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Empire, in a book that also provides readers with instructions for creating such
related craft projects as a printing block, a folding fan, and a miniature sampan.

Adventures in Ancient China
An informative account of the more than 7,000-year-old civilization of China
including insights into the individuals who helped shape this country.

Historic India
Great Books of China invites readers to discover--or rediscover--some of the major
achievements of Chinese culture and civilization. The literature of China remains
largely unknown in the West, yet it offers much insight into Chinese life. The long
continuity of Chinese culture means that texts created more than two thousand
years ago are still part of the education and background of today's China.Great
Books of China introduces outstanding works of various genres, from fiction,
drama, and poetry to history, science, and travel; they were written by
philosophers and artists, government officials and scholars, by men and women
across many centuries and from every part of China. These great books are
presented in their historic, cultural, and social context, with a focused summary of
content and author. Beginning with some of the Confucian and Daoist classics and
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ending with modern fiction,Great Books of China features famous novels
includingThe Water Margin (Shuihu zhuan),Journey to the West (Xiyou ji),
andDream of the Red Chamber (Hongloumeng); celebrated dramas such asThe
Story of the Lute (Pipa ji) andThe Peach Blossom Fan (Taohua shan); poetry from
ancient times and the "golden age" of the Tang to the last years of imperial China;
renowned historic manuals on Chinese painting, on the construction of Chinese
gardens, and on a carpenter's varied tasks; major texts describing Chinese history,
the military exploits of ancient generals, and the legendary journeys of Buddhist
monks; and works by a number of modern writers including Lu Xun, Ding Ling, and
Lao She. Concise, provocative, and illuminating,Great Books of China introduces
the literature of one of the world's most significant cultures and helps us
understand the China of the present and the past.

Ancient China
An informative account of the more than 7,000-year-old civilization of China
including insights into the individuals who helped shape this country.

Life in Ancient China
Photographs and artwork chronicle three thousand years of Chinese history, from
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the earliest dynasty to the twentieth century, and examine some of the
contributions China has made to the world.

The New York Times Book Review
Ancient China
Spend 24 hours with the ancient Chinese. Travel back to AD 17, during the fourth
year of the reign of Wang Mang of the Han dynasty, a vibrant and innovative era
full of conflicts and contradictions. But as different as the Han culture might have
been to other great ancient civilizations, the inhabitants of ancient China faced the
same problems as people have for time immemorial: earning enough money,
coping with workplace dramas and keeping your home in order . although the
equivalent in this era was more about bribing inspectors, avoiding bullying from
abusive watchmen and trying to keep your house from being looted by Huns. In
each chapter we meet one of 24 citizens of this ancient culture, from the midwife
to the soldier, the priest to the performer and the bronze worker to the tomb
looter, and see what an average day in ancient China was really like.

GREAT ANCIENT CHINA PROJECTS
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This book engages in cross-tradition scholarship, investigating the processes
associated with cultivating or nurturing the self in order to live good lives. Both
Ancient Chinese and Greek philosophers provide accounts of the life lived well: a
Confucian junzi, a Daoist sage and a Greek phronimos. By focusing on the
processes rather than the aims of cultivating a good life, an international team of
scholars investigate how a person develops and practices a way of life especially in
these two traditions. They look at what is involved in developing practical wisdom,
exercising reason, cultivating equanimity and fostering reliability. Drawing on the
insights of thinkers including Plato, Confucius, Han Fei and Marcus Aurelius, they
examine themes of harmony, balance and beauty, highlight the different concerns
of scepticism across both traditions, and discuss action as an indispensable
method of learning and, indeed, as constitutive of self. The result is a valuable
collection opening up new lines of inquiry in ethics, demonstrating the importance
of philosophical ideas from across cultural traditions.

Great Books of China
This unit, designed for use with intermediate and junior high school students,
centers on Ancient China and contains literature selections, poetry, writing ideas,
curriculum connections to other subjects, group projects and more. The literary
works included are: The ancient chinese / by Hazel Mary Martell -- Between the
dragon and the eagle / by Mical Schneider.
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Life in Ancient China
Examines ancient China and how its politics, daily activities, art, religion, economy,
and social structures worked together to form Chinese culture.

China Through Time
This book employs textual and archaeological material to reconstruct the various
features of daily life in ancient China.

Cultivating a Good Life in Early Chinese and Ancient Greek
Philosophy
Ancient America
Anthropologists, archaeologists, geographers, and historians chronicle the
evolution of Chinese culture and history from antiquity to present times

Daily Life in Traditional China
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Using various primary sources, presents a history of the politicians, farmers,
warriors, and philosophers who created and shaped the ancient Chinese world.

Han Wu Di and Ancient China
Learn about the ancient Chinese by examining the art they created. This title
examines what their art reveals about their history and simultaneously how history
explains the art. It explores the Chinese civilization through both the images it
produced and cultural artifacts that remain. The title focuses on how art and
architecture from a distinct period reflect life at the time, and how we can use the
surviving art to understand how people used to live.

Ancient China
Reference Quarterly
The Ancient Chinese World
An exciting blend of fact and fiction and comic-book style illustrations make
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learning about Ancient China fun in this book in the Good Times Travel Agency
series.

China
Profiles the life and accomplishments of Chinese emperor Han Wudi and discusses
life in ancient China.

Star Song
The Chinese Empire
The valley of the Huan River is wide and flat, green when the spring crops of the
farming collectives sprout in the fertile soil, parched and dusty under the baking
sun of the northern China summer. On the river's south bank spreads Anyang. This
modest provincial town has a railway station, but it is hardly the place where one
would expect travellers from around the world to alight. Yet hundreds of visitors
come here each year with one purpose in mind - to see the remains of one of the
great civilizations of ancient China, the more than three-millennium-old capital of
Shang that lies less than two miles northwest of town. The area is recognized as
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one of the world's foremost archaeological sites. It is also one of the most dug.

Ancient China
BOOK 1: STAR SONG . Mary was too young, Elizabeth too old, Joseph too gullible,
the shepherds too smelly, Anna too senile, Simeon too idealistic. The wise men
should have minded their own business, Zechariah should have accepted he'd
never have children. King Herod dared control God, the Bible scholars dared
interpret God. . This is a lyrical novel with the reader is inserted into the story. And
at the end of each chapter are discussion questions, ancient historical records
cited, and scriptures used as a basis for the story. . At the end of the book are
suggested chapter readings for special occasions. It also has a three-page
bibliography of all books consulted while writing all eight volumes of "They Met
Jesus". . This is not just a novel. It is much more. . Come meet the people who met
Jesus. You are one of them. Probably you are several of them. Go ahead and
struggle with them as they did. Laugh. Cry. Do mental battle with him. Emotional
battle too. Fight for your faith as they fought. Pause to listen for what you've never
heard before. Then touch Jesus. . This is the story of faith in the impossible. Hope
in the inconceivable. Love for the invincible. It is the dreams of youth, the
desperations of infirmity, the hopes of age, and the song of eternity. . Follow the
suspense as each person in Jesus' life comes to terms with who they are, and who
Jesus is. Jesus accepts the as they are. But can they accept themselves as they
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are? More than that, can they accept Jesus as he is? Both God and man? Both
Creator and created? Both King and servant? . It is the story of doubts explained
away, animosities melted away, misunderstandings cleared away. It is your story
and mine. For deep within each of us is everyone who ever met and struggled with
Jesus.

Daily Life in Ancient China
Qin Shi Huangdi, the First Emperor of China, was a man of incredible contrasts. He
was a visionary leader who united all of China’s warring kingdoms into one unified
country, thus paving the way for the modern Chinese nation. He developed a
national currency, a standard writing style, and a road network that stitched the
country together. Yet he was also evil and cruel. He burned books, imposed harsh
taxes, and killed thousands of people. The story of Qin Shi Huangdi brackets the
story of ancient China emerging into modern times. It’s a story of a country whose
discoveries, such as silk, tea and the iron plow, had a significant impact on the
entire world but whose people lived simply, unaware of their vast influence.
Although the story of Qin Shi Huangdi ended with his unusual death, China’s story
was just beginning.

China, Taiwan, Hong Kong
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Another high-speed adventure with those reluctant time travelers, the Binkertons!
Once again, the Binkerton children try to get away before the owner of the creepy
Good Times Travel Agency can send them back in time. But once again, they fail.
This time, the trio lands in ancient China, where Libby quickly slips away from Josh
and Emma in an official carriage headed to the capital. Then, as the twins set out
after her, theyÕre mistaken for barbarian spies and imperial guards begin chasing
them. Will they manage to find Libby, and their way back home, without getting
caught? Kids wonÕt want to miss this rollicking, all-inclusive trip back in time!

China
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